

















B-Physics at the LHC
V. V. Gligorova∗
aUniversity of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, UK
Data which will be taken at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will allow a rich programme of B-physics studies
to be carried out, both at LHCb, LHC’s dedicated heavy flavour experiment, and at ATLAS and CMS. The aim
of these studies is to over-constrain the CKM matrix in order to search for New Physics in the flavour sector.
This contribution gives an overview of the B-physics programme at the LHC. The detectors are introduced in the
context of the LHC’s likely 2009 running conditions, and certain outstanding issues in B-physics are reviewed.
Four areas of the LHC’s B-physics programme are looked at in more detail: measurements of rare decay processes
B0s → µ+µ− and B0d → K∗0µ+µ−; measurements of the CKM angle γ; measurements of the B0s mixing phase φs;
and measurements of radiative penguin decays B0 → sγ.
1. Introduction
It is a historical reality that discoveries of
anomalies in quantum loop processes have of-
ten preceded the discovery of new physics at
the energy frontier, because quantum loop pro-
cesses probe energy scales inaccessible to direct
searches. As an example, the discovery of CP vi-
olation lead Kobayashi and Maskawa to predict
the existence of the third quark generation long
before it would be directly discovered. And even
in the era of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
flavour studies will remain necessary to fully un-
derstand any new physics which may be discov-
ered. Indeed, if no new particles are discovered at
the LHC, flavour physics will still be able to probe
their effects at scales far out of reach of direct
searches; and if new particles are seen, flavour
physics provides complementary information to
constrain new physics models. In this Section
the reader will be briefly reminded of our cur-
rent knowledge of CP violation, and the status of
the LHC and its detectors, before the subsequent
Sections outline some of the flavour physics mea-
surements which will be carried out at the LHC.
1.1. Current knowledge of CP violation
Knowledge of the CKM matrix, which de-
scribes CP violation in the Standard Model (SM),
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has improved significantly in recent and all the
CP conserving and violating measurements pro-
vide a rather consistent picture that flavour mix-
ing can be described by the 3 by 3 unitary CKM
matrix with four independent parameters. How-
ever, in order to over-constrain the parameters,
several measurements still need to be improved.
Chief among these are the angle γ, one of the an-
gles of the Unitarity Triangle, and the B0s mixing
phase φs. The CKMFitter [1] average of γ from
direct measurements is
γ = 76.8◦ [+27− 30]◦ , (1)
which can be compared to the global SM con-
straint
γ = 67.6◦ [+4.2− 3.9]◦ . (2)
While φs is predicted to be very small in the SM
φs = −0.0368± 0.0018 rad, (3)
recent measurements at CDF and D0 [2] have in-
dicated a degree of tension with this prediction,
as can be seen in Figure 1, reproduced from the
CKMFitter website. Making precision measure-
ments of these parameters is a key goal of the
flavour physics programme at the LHC, as any
deviation from their SM values would be a clear
sign of NP.
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Figure 1. Current experimental constraints on
B0s mixing with the Standard Model prediction
indicated [1].
1.2. The Large Hadron Collider experi-
ments: ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb
Based at CERN, the LHC [3] is a proton–
proton collider which will operate at a centre-of-
mass energy of 14 TeV, with a maximum lumi-
nosity of 1034 cm−2s−1. At design parameters
the LHC will collide proton bunches with a fre-
quency of 40 MHz. There are many detectors
placed along the LHC’s circumference, but three
are relevant for the physics topic and specifically
considered in this contribution: the two general
purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS, and the
LHC’s dedicated heavy-flavour detector, LHCb.
ATLAS and CMS [4,5] are both hermetic gen-
eral purpose detectors, with a design luminosity
of 1034 cm−2s−1 and full coverage up to a pseu-
dorapidity (η) of 2.4. Both intend to carry out
some B-physics studies while running at a lumi-
nosity of 1033 cm−2s−1 during the beginning of
LHC operation, collecting 30 fb−1 of data. Both
experiments are designed to collect data at a rate
of 100 Hz, which should be compared to the bunch
crossing rate of 40 MHz. In order to reduce the
one to the other, ATLAS and CMS will trigger
on high transverse momentum muons; for this
reason, the flavour physics measurements most
readily accessible to the general purpose detec-
tors are those in which the final state of the B
decay includes a muon.
LHCb [6] is a dedicated heavy-flavour experi-
ment which will exploit the unprecedented quan-
tity of B hadrons produced at the LHC to over-
constrain the CKM matrix and search for New
Physics (NP) in the flavour sector. It will take
data at a luminosity of 2 · 1032 cm−2s−1 with an
η coverage of 1.9 < η < 4.9. The produced B
hadrons are highly boosted, which allows LHCb
to achieve a typical lifetime resolution of 40 fs,
allowing for precision measurements of time de-
pendent CP asymmetries in the neutral B sector.
LHCb will collect data at a rate of 2 kHz, using
muon, hadron, and photon based triggers to se-
lect interesting events across a wide spectrum of
final states.
1.3. Data taking plans for 2009 and 2010
The LHC is due to restart in November 2009,
and plans to take data through 2010, albeit at
a reduced centre-of-mass energy. Several possible
running scenarios exist and the precise conditions
will be determined as more experience is gained
with the machine.
2. The decay B0s → µ+µ−
The rare, hitherto unobserved, decay B0s →
µ+µ− has a predicted branching ratio of
(3.35± 0.32)·10−9 in the SM [7], but this branch-
ing ratio is predicted to receive substantial correc-
tions from many of the new particles which might
be discovered at the LHC. Indeed, as seen in
Figure 2, the branching ratio has discriminating
power against a wide area of new physics param-
eter space. When this is combined with the fact
that the final state contains only muons, making
this mode accessible to ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb,
it can be seen that B0s → µ+µ− is an excellent
candidate to observe of new physics at the LHC.
Since an absolute branching ratio measurement
would be experimentally challenging, LHCb plans
to measure the branching ratio of this decay rel-
ative to the control channels B0 → h+h− (h =
pi,K) and B+ → J/ψK+. A particular difficulty
3Figure 2. Best fit and χ2 contours in the plane
(MA, tan (β)) from the fit in [9] to several observ-
ables, including the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon. The orange lines indicate the ex-





(continuous), 2 · 10−8 (dashed), or 5 · 10−9 (dot-
ted). Caption and figure taken from [8].
is the uncertainty on the Bs/Bd production ratio,
but it is hoped that new branching ratio measure-
ments of Bs decays by BELLE will go some way
to solving this problem.
The simulated selection performance is limited
by real muons from other b and c meson decays;
neither decays in flight nor misidentification are a
major source of background. Table 1 lists the sig-
nal and background yields for ATLAS, CMS, and
LHCb; Figure 3 shows the LHCb discovery po-
tential in this channel as a function of integrated
luminosity.
3. The decay B0d → K∗µ+µ−
The rare, flavour-changing neutral current, de-
cay B0d → K∗µ+µ− has several features which
are highly sensitive to predictions made by new
physics models [10]. The forward-backward
asymmetry exhibits different features depending
on which new physics model (or indeed the Stan-
Figure 3. The LHCb discovery potential in the
channel B0sµ
+µ− as a function of integrated lu-
minosity [8].
dard Model) is being considered, and the branch-
ing ratio also has some sensitivity to different new
physics models as with B0s → µ+µ−. Figures 4
and 5 show these dependences as a function of the
dimuon mass q2.
As the decay contains dimuons in the final
state it is in principle accessible to ATLAS, CMS,
and LHCb; at the time of writing, however, only
LHCb gives a publically available estimate of its
performance in this channel and only it will there-
fore be considered. In common with the decay
B0s → µ+µ−, the main backgrounds come from
real muons, with decays in flight and misidenti-
fied pions a negligible contribution. A particular
difficulty of the analysis is the requirement that
selection cuts be minimally biasing with respect
to the angular distribution of the decay products.
Figure 6 shows the estimated LHCb sensitivity to
the forward-backward asymmetry spectrum after
2 fb−1 of data taking. The crossing point sensi-
tivity is estimated to be ±0.5 GeV2.
4Table 1
The expected signal and background yields (numbers of events) for ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb in the chan-
nel B0sµ
+µ− [8]. The errors on the signal yields are negligible compared to the errors on the background.
Detector Integrated Luminosity (fb−1) Signal Background
LHCb 2 21 180+140−80
CMS 10 6.1 14+22−14
ATLAS 10 5.7 14+13−10
Figure 4. Theoretical µ+µ− mass distributions
for B0d → K∗0µ+µ− decays in a number of mod-
els (solid line - SM; dotted line - SUGRA model;
long-short dashed line - MIA-SUSY). The lower
lines show the respective purely short-distance
components. The shaded area around the SM
line depicts the form factor-related uncertainties.
Caption and figure taken from [8].
4. The B0s mixing phase φs
As explained in Section 1.1, recent CDF and D0
measurements of the B0s mixing phase φs are in
interesting tension with respect to the Standard
Model prediction. The LHC experiments aim to
resolve this tension by measuring φs with a 3σ
precision even if φs is at its Standard Model value.
Although the B0s mixing phase φs is very small
in the SM, it can receive sizable NP contribu-
Figure 5. Theoretical muon forward-backward
asymmetry for B0d → K∗0µ+µ− in a num-
ber of models (solid line - SM; dotted line -
SUGRA model; long-short dashed line - MIA-
SUSY; dashed line - MIA-SUSY with C10 > 0).
The upper (lower) lines have Ceff7 < 0 (C
eff
7 >
0). Caption and figure taken from [8].
tions through box diagrams involving top quark
exchange. The golden mode for measuring φs is
B0s → J/ψφ. ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb all aim to
study this channel, however at the time of writing
only LHCb has published estimates of its sensitiv-
ity to φs and therefore the remainder of this Sec-
tion will refer to LHCb alone. Table 2 shows the
expected signal yields and purities for the three
detectors. Note that the LHCb background lev-
els are expected to be significantly higher because
LHCb uses a lifetime unbiased event selection;
5Table 2
The expected signal yields and purities for ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb in the channel B0s → J/ψφ [8].
Detector Integrated Luminosity (fb−1) Signal Yield B/S
LHCb 2 117k 2.1
CMS 10 109k 0.3
ATLAS 10 80k 0.3
)4/c2 (GeV2q









Figure 6. Estimated LHCb sensitivity to the
muon forward-backward asymmetry spectrum in
B0d → K∗0µ+µ− after 2 fb−1 of data taking [8].
such a selection results in a signal sample with
a higher per event sensitivity to the parameter
φs.
The measurement of φs from the time depen-
dent decay rate asymmetries is complicated by
the fact that B0s → J/ψφ is not a pure CP
mode. CP-even and CP-odd contributions can
be separated by studying their distributions in
the transversity angle. Figure 7 shows the defi-
nition of the three angles θ, φ, ψ which describe
the system, while Figure 8 shows the separation
of the CP-even and CP-odd components in the
angle θ.
LHCb estimates that a precision of 0.03 rad
on φs can be reached with 2fb−1 of data taking.
After 10fb−1 of data taking, LHCb will have> 3σ
Figure 7. The angles describing the decay B0s →
J/ψφ. [8]
evidence of a non-zero φs even if no new physics
is discovered. In addition, other CP-specific final
states will be measured[11], leading to a small
improvement in the overall precision.
5. The CKM angle γ
The CKM angle γ is still one of the least well
known parameters of the CKM triangle, and a
precision measurement of γ will be crucial to
the interpretation of any New Physics which may
manifest in the flavour sector. Because the decay
modes sensitive to γ have purely hadronic final
states, LHCb is the only one of the LHC experi-
ments which is able to measure γ.
5.1. Measuring γ from B0d,s → h+h− decays
The B0d,s → h+h− family of decays, where h
stands for a pi or K meson, have decay rates
with non-negligible contributions from penguin
diagrams, making them sensitive to NP. The pos-
6Figure 8. A graphic illustrating the separation
of the CP-even (blue, dash-dotted) and CP-odd
(red, dashed) components in the channel B0s →
J/ψφ according to the transversity angle θ. [12]
sible Feynmann diagrams for these decays are
shown in Figure 9.
The dependence on γ comes from the time-
dependent CP asymmetries in the B0s → K+K−
and B0d → pi+pi− decays, given by
ACP (t) =
Adir cos (∆mt) +Amix cos (∆mt)
cosh (∆Γt/2) +A∆Γ sinh (∆Γt/2)
.
(4)
The parameters Adir, Amix are the direct and
mixing induced CP asymmetry terms and depend
on γ. However, these asymmetry terms also de-
pend on the amplitude ratio of the penguin and
tree decay diagrams dhheiθhh , as well as the mix-
ing phases φd and φs. Since there are four asym-
metries and seven unknown parameters, it is nec-
essary to employ U-spin symmetry, which leads
to dpipi ≡ dKK and θpipi ≡ θKK . This allows γ to
be measured when combined with external con-
straints on φd and φs. It is estimated [8,13] that
this method allows γ to be determined, allowing
for a 20% level of U-spin breaking, with a pre-
cision of 7◦ after 2 fb−1 of LHCb data taking.
The Bayesian likelihood for γ corresponding to
this amount of data can be seen in Figure 10.
Figure 9. An example of possible Feynmann dia-
grams for the B0d,s → h+h− family of decays [8].
5.2. Measuring γ from B± → D0K± decays
The charmed decays of charged B mesons pro-
ceed through tree-level diagrams, and enable a di-
rect SM measurement of γ. First measurements
of this kind have already been made at the B
factories[14], and are the dominant inputs to the
global average on γ quoted is Section 1.1.
Different strategies exist for measuring γ, de-
pending on the final state into which the D0 de-
cays. In the GLW[15,16] strategy, the D0 de-
cays into a CP eigenstate, and the sensitivity
to γ comes from the interference between dom-
inant and doubly colour-suppressed decays. The
ADS[17] strategy combines colour-suppressed B
decays with colour-favoured D decays (and vice
versa), thus increasing the interference effects.
The GGSZ[18] strategy uses a Dalitz analysis of
D0 → KSpipi decays to extract γ together with
the strong phases in the D0 decay. The sensitiv-
ity to γ in this case comes from the differences in
the Dalitz plot for B+ and B− decays as can be
seen in Figure 11.
5.3. Measuring γ from B0s,d → D±s,d (K∓, pi∓)
decays
The time-dependent CP asymmetries in the
tree level decays B0s → D±s K∓ and B0d → D±pi∓
can be used to measure the SM value of γ + φs,d.
Together with the measurement of γ from charged
B decays, they will provide a baseline SM mea-
surement of γ; this will allow any NP effects in
7]°[γ













Figure 10. The likelihood for γ after 2 fb−1 of
LHCb data taking in the B0d,s → h+h− family of
decays [8]. The dark blue region corresponds to
the 68% confidence interval, the light blue to the
95% confidence interval.
the measurement of γ from B0 → h+h− decays
to be constrained.
The value of γ extracted from these asymme-
tries in principle suffers from an eightfold am-
biguity. The expected sizable lifetime difference
∆Γs in the B0s system gives access to two addi-
tional observables which reduce the eightfold am-
biguity to a twofold one when the flavour specific
B0s → D−s pi+ decays are used in a simultaneous
fit to constrain ∆Γs and ∆ms. An example fit to
the B0s oscillations is shown in Figure 12.
In contrast with the B0s mesons, no sizable life-
time difference is expected in the B0d system and
the ambiguities remain. In addition, the interfer-
ence term in the B0d decays is too small to fit di-
rectly from the CP asymmetries and will have to
be externally constrained. Both of these problems
can be solved by relating the decaysB0s → D±s K∓
and B0d → D±pi∓ through U-spin symmetry[21–
23], allowing for a fully unambiguous measure-
ment of γ. The decay B0d → D±pi∓ has another
important role to play in these measurements; as
the most abundant decay mode of this type, it
will be used to calibrate the selection and anal-
Figure 11. The Dalitz plots for B± → D0K±
decays where the D0 decays to KSpipi. Figure
(a) is for B+ and figure (b) for B− mesons. The
differences observable in the top left of the two
plots provide the sensitivity to γ [19].
ysis of the other decays such as B0s → D±s K∓.
To illustrate this, Figure 13 shows the mass peak
reconstructed on simulated bb¯ events after 300 s
of nominal LHCb data taking.
5.4. Combined sensitivity to γ from
charmed B decays
The time-dependent and direct CP violation
measurements of γ listed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3
can be combined to give an overall tree-level pre-
cision on γ. It is estimated [8] that the achievable
precision will be (4-5)◦ after 2 fb−1 of data tak-
ing, or (8-10)◦ after 500 pb−1 of data taking.
6. Measurements of radiative decays
The family of radiative penguin decays B →
Xγ, examples of which include the decays B0s →
φγ; B0 → K∗γ; and B+ → φK+γ, are sensitive
to new physics through the appearance of new
virtual particles in the loop. Moreover, many
different measurements offer ways to probe this
sensitivity. Early on in the LHC’s data taking,
interesting measurements include the direct CP
asymmetry in the decay B0 → K∗γ and the ratio
of B0 → K∗γ and B0s → φγ decay rates. In the
long term, photon polarization and measurements
through time dependent CP violation in B0s → φγ
offer very sensitive probes of new physics. Table
3 lists the estimated yields and purities of these
8Table 3
The expected signal yields and purities for LHCb in the B → Xγ family of channels [8].
Channel Signal Yield (2 fb−1) B/S
B0 → K∗γ 70k 0.6
B0s → φγ 11k < 0.6
B+ → φK+γ 7k < 2.0
Figure 12. An example fit to the B0s oscillations
in the B0s → D−s K+ channel [20].
channels at LHCb.
7. Conclusion
The unprecedented centre-of-mass energies
achievable at the LHC are usually thought of as
allowing new particles to be directly produced in
the proton-proton interaction, but they will also
result in a tremendous cross-section for bb¯ events
and hence potential for studies in heavy flavour
physics. This contribution has shown how both
the general-purpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS,
and the LHC’s dedicated heavy-flavour detector,
LHCb, will exploit this cross section to probe for
new physics in the B sector, both through stud-
ies of rare decay processes such as B0s → µ+µ− as
well as precision measurements of CP violation in
hadronic and radiative decay modes, in particular
at LHCb. It would be amiss to conclude, how-
ever, without mentioning the LHC’s potential to


















































Figure 13. The B0d → D±pi∓ mass peak recon-
structed on simulated bb¯ events after 300 seconds
of nominal LHCb data taking [24].
perform charm physics. If the cross-section for bb¯
events is high at the LHC, the cross-section for
cc¯ events is higher still, and LHCb is studying
triggers and selections for charm decays in order
to probe for CP violation in the charm sector. It
is a historical fact that experiments often end up
being remember for something other than their
design purpose; it would be rather ironic if the
LHC is remembered for the precision measure-
ments of CP violation in the decays of charmed
mesons.
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